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Chair of First Amendment Lawyers Association:
students7 Free speecn in jeoparay
said citing recent Supreme Court
decisions. "The school has a complete and absolute right to rule over
students. A whole new area of speech
has been developed.
speech' deserves only limited
protection as long as it is reasonably
related to a school's purpose."
Kraig is troubled by the recent
decisions on the First Amend"
ment. "The rulings are sometimes
School-sponsor-

ed

absolutely bazaar. What it all
boils down to is judicial interpretation."

The

a

&

-

Jerky Krajo, the Chair of the First Amendment Lawyers Association.
MARC OSGOODE SMITH
Frlitnr-in-Chi-

ef

"The Courts have chipped away at
students' rights," asserted Jerry B.
Kraig. the national chair of the First
Amendment Lawyers Association.
In a presentation and workshop

Shaker Heights, Ohio resident blames the recent 'war on drugs'
for the recent rulings curtailing constitutional rights. "We're going to
bend the Bill of Rights because of
the drug situation? But who should
decide to suspend the Bill ofRights?"
Kraig believes that in doing so,
the nation is admitting defeat to the
criminals. Citing recent rulings on
the Fourth Amendment, which have
i eased- the restrictions on unreasonable search and seizure, Kraig said,
Photo by Mike Pepper "The criminals have stolen everything else. By sacrificing ConThe event was sponsored by the stitutional protections, they have,
College's Departmentof Communi- in effect, stolen the Bill ofRights
from us, too.
cations and Lambda Pi Eta.
"You don't have First Amend"The Fourth, Fifth. Sixth and
ment rights in school, prison, the 14th Amendments are dead, and
military and as an attorney in court they're the Supreme Court
where thejudge takes control," Kraig .working on the First."

Tuesday night at Gault Recital Hall
entitled "The First Amendment at
200 Years," Kraig, a graduate of
'
Cleveland Marshall Law School '63,
actively engaged the audience on
First Amendment and constitutional
issues.

The government's ability to have
a legitimate interest in national morality is conceded by Kraig, however he questions when the political
majority determines that interest at
the expense of the minority.
"I see what it's like in the
trenches," he said, "and there is an
active assault on the First Amendment The present Supreme Court
will be there for a long time, so
we have to work locally and politically. We ought to make the
politicians accountable to where
they stand on the First Amendment. The apathy must end."
Kraig cited the National Rifle
Association's efforts at keeping the
Second Amendment "impenetrable,
totally intact. I hope that someday
that we have a lobby as strong as the
Second Amendment's lobby."
Kraig is well known in the legal community for his work in
obsenity cases. Recently in Lake-wooOH, Kraig successfully defended the right of a video rental
films.
store to offer adult

d,

X-rat- ed

A fellow First Amendment
Lawyer's Association member
defended the showing of Robert
Mapplethorpe's controversial exhibit in Cincinatti two years ago.
The jury in that case found the
exhibit to be protected by the
First amendment.

Manager of Campus Post Office: Mail, 'College's Private Property1
There is no mention in either the
Scot's Key or the College's Policy
Voice Production Manager
may, or
A campus mailing to forty Col-le- Handbook that the College
of Wooster students from the may not, assume the right to tamper
Alpha Gamma Phi club was opened with campus mail.
After Gorrell opened the mailby Mike GorrelL Manager of the
Mail Service, in the mail room on ing from the Alpha Gamma Phi
club, he discovered it was an inFriday, November 1.
" I opened them. I don't know vitation to an Alpha Gamm
party. He then informed
what possessed me to open them,
intuition," stated Bob Rodda, Lowry Center Direcwas

JEANENESPOHN

ge

all-camp-

it

just

Gorrell when questioned about
the incident.
The mailings, invitations to an
party sponsored by
Alpha-Gamms.
were folded,
the
but unsealed and unstapled.
Gorrell said. "It is part of my
job to inform my boss (Bob
Rodda, director of Lowry Center), of any suspicious mail,
all-camp-

us

whether campus

orll.post marked."

us

tor who then contacted Peter
Thompson, Assistant Dean of
Students, and Advisor of Inter-Clu- b
n
Council (ICC) and
(ISC).
Council
Thompson stated that "to my
knowledge there is no policy that
doesn't allow the inspection of
unsealed mail."
Rodda's concern was with the
Greek affiliation of the mailing,
Inter-Sectio-

delivered onto the College's campus, it becomes the College's
private property." This statement
was confirmed a second time
with Gorrell in a telephone interview last evening.
A supervisor of the U.S. Post
Office in Wooster, when asked
about the policy of tampering
with U.S. post marked mail
remarked,"U.S. mail should not
be opened by a post office employee or those working in the
post office at the college, it
should only be opened by the
person it is addressed to. It is the
property of the addressee."
Gorrell stated that the U.S.
government pays the college a
Concerning U.S. Mail from out- minimal fee for the mail room to
side of the College, Gorrell do business with the College.
stated, "once the U.S. mail is Gorrell also stated he, "follows
the fact it was an
party, and whether the mailing
was consistent with the guidelines set by both the ICC, ISC
and Greek Life.
When both Sarah Murchison
'93, Vice President of Alpha
Gamma Phi and Kathy Sheldon
'93, Treasurer of the club, contacted Thompson to clarify the
fact that it was not an illegal function, the letters were put back
into the mailing system.
In regards to the mailing
Thompson stated, "In my understanding the group was doing a
good job, acting responsibily, and
looking out for the student's
safety, ."
off-camp-

us

U.S. postal guidelines as far as
sending mail off campus."
This past Monday Murchison
spoke with Ken Plusquellec.
Dean of Students. "The situation
appalls me," stated Murchison,
"that the mail room has the right
to open anyone's mail, not just
mine. When I expressed my concern to Dean Plusquellec, he was
equally concerned and stated to
me that he did not know that
Gorrell assumed the right to open
mail, campus mail included."

Plusquellec

has

stated

to

Murchison that the incident will
be looked into, and Gorrell said
that he, Rodda and Plusquellec
are planning to meet although a
solution is, "up in the air."
Dean Plusquellec was unavailable for comment yesterday.
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American Indian Dance Theatre Performs
Forum Event
as Only Musical First-Year

EUSE BATES

Dakotas, the southwest, Canada and
the Great Plains. More than one dozen
Voice Staff Writer
The American Indian Dance The- Indians tribes are represented includatre performed for the College last ing the Sioux, Cherokee and Navajo.
The companypresented traditional
Thursday in McGaw ChapeL The perdances from many regions including
formance was part of the First-YeForum series titled"DuTerence, Power
and Discrimination: Perspectives on tual and social dances and dances
offering individual expression. The
Gender, Race, Class and Culture."
Hanay
The dance company, founded in dances, directed by
1987. has performed in the United Geiogamah and produced by BarStates, Canada, Europe, the Persian bara Schwei, covered a variety of
Gulf region and North Africa. The topics important to the life of the
company made its New York City American Indians. Dances performed
debut at theJoyce Theater in 1989. In last Thursday included a grass dance,
1990. the company was featured on a bear dance, hoop dance and eagle
nariraal television special for Great dance. These dances celebrate the
Performances and received a Grammy renewal of life, tell stories and symAward nomination for its original bolize great power and wisdom.
The music in the production incast recording.
cluded
ancient songs passed down
that
musicians
and
The dancers
from
generation
from
the
lo generation.as well
form the company originate
ar

best-kno-

wn

a "misunderstanding'' with the police for which she was still under
investigation. Though I know that
my activities have been completely
legal, I fear the lack of real application of the Uw here. A grudge can go
a long way . she wrote to an American friend before the incident.
"I don't view myself as a part

Administrative Censorship Prompts
Resignations, Firings at Ohio State

LAUREN COHEN
as contemporary songs. None of the Voice Staff Writer
Ten of fourteen stumusic performed is written down and
Columbus
must be remembered by an older ac- dent editors of the Ohio State
complished singer. The music was University's daily newspaper. The
sung in tribal languages while ac- Lantern, recently resigned, or were
companied a drum, gourds, rattles fired, in the wake of a censorship
and bells.
controversy.
The outfits worn by the dancers - According to the Columbus
were all authentic and follow the trathe controversy began when a
dition of each dance by incorporating new faculty adviser invoked a little-knotribal patterns and colors. These are
policy that gave her permisworn at ceremonials, festivals and sion to review all stories before they
powwows. The dancers or their fami- were printed. The in tented this policy
lies make theircostumes, if they aren't was to insure that the University
passed down from an earlier genera- would not have"potential legal probtion. Each outfit is designed to ex- lems" with printed articles. After
press the individuality of the dancer. much protest from Lantern staff, the
Company members are expert silver- policy was revised three weeks ago.
Lantern
smiths and mask carvers. They are
The new policy "says
creating
intricate
also adept at
adviser will notify the student editor
beadwork and featherwork, which is if she feels a story contains libel or
used in making their outfits.
invades a subject's privacy. If the
two disagree, the policy calls for a
decision from an independent lawyer," according to the Dispatch report.
The editorial staff, which feels that
Salvadoran liaison for Christian
control of content should ultimately
Education Seminars. The job
be left up to them, found these revibrought Casolo into contact with
sions to be insufficient. When it
most of the power centers in Salvaclear thatno agreement would
became
doran society the military, governbe reached, ten of fourteen editors
ment and churches.
to work under the revised
T question the value of tradi- refused
resigned or were fired.
and
policy
tional success and security when
former
editors said the policy
"The
the vast majority of humans on took away their authority to make
this earth rarely think beyond decisions on the editorial content of
will
Dis-patc- h,

wn

of a movement." Casolo wrote.
"I don't adhere to an ideology. food for their children and
My actions come from experi-

ence, from a feeling of caring for
the poor."
Casolo grew op poor in

rrmMiaxt where her
TN"",
worked for one of
mother
divorced
the state's huge insurance companies. A full scholarship brought
Casolo to Brandeis University outside Boston, and after graduating
with highest honors, she joined the
Brethren Volunteers, the social serChurch
vice arm of the Illinois-base- d
church.
pacifist
a
Brethren,
of the

ability and

Organizational

Casolo's fluent Spanish and interest
in Latin America led to a job as

ICE HOUSE

never know security," she wrote
to her American correspondent.
Casolo described meeting a
young Salvadoran whose father
had died in the nation's seemingly endless fighting and whose
brother was in exile. "I felt like
I wanted to cry. But I also feel
challenged to live without fear."
Casolo. now thirty years old.
will discuss the value of experiencing the world of the poor and
of dedicating one's life to working with those in need.
by CaHer talk is
reer Development and Placement
and the Interfaith Council.
co-sponso-

red
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the newspaper" reports a subsequent
Dispatch article. Furthernxaejormer
editor Debra Baker "said the University should trust the staff to act professionally. If I'm not doing my job,
then fire me" she said in the same
article.
The issue at stake is whether or not
the Ohio State University is legally
responsible for the content of articles
appearing in the Lantern. Mark
Goodman, executive director of the
Student Press Law Center, a Washorganization, said
ington, D.C-bas"Unlike the
reporter,
Dispatch
to a
the
newspaper,
publisher of a private
unipublic publisher, like a public
versity, is limited by First Amendment rights to censor the student
newspaper. Therefore, they really
can't be responsible for its content,
and the university is protected from
liability, as long as they don't try to
control that content."
The Ohio State University's situation seems to be a fairly unique one,
encompassing issues ranging from
editorial authority, to the violation of
a Constitutional right. It seems now
that the University must find new
staff which is willing to work under
the present guidelines, or must allow
the newspaper to become independent. But with the circumstances as
controversial as they are, it is likely
that it will take much time to determine an appropriate course of action
which will be suitable to all involved.

Dana

DRIVE-THR- U

'
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Located at the corner of Bowman and Palmer
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Jennifer Casolo, Volunteer Arrested in El Salvador,
to Address College on Service and Vocation
TIM ANDERSON
Special to the Voice
On Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in Maiccr
Casolo win speak to the
about ber experiences work
ing as a volunteer domestically and
abroad. Casolo worked five years
with Christian Education Services,
leading lours of the country for thousands of Americans, including a number of US. government officials.
She became one of the
Americans without officii! status in
the country, as she provided a center
for the church movement, which the
military and the nation's government party have said is suspected of
aiding guerrillas.
On November 25, just days after
the 1989 rebel offensive and the killing of six Jesuit university professors, their housekeeper and her daughter, soldiers knocked on the door of
Casolo's house in the capital, San
Salvador. They dug up an arms cache
in Casolo's backyard that included
more than 20,000 rounds of ammunition, grenades and explosives. The
white stucco honv, Salvadoran government officials said, was used by
guerrillas as a safe house.
Casolo was placed under arrest with
two Sal vadorans who reportedly used
the house occasionally and who were
suspected of collaborating with the
rebels. Casolo was jailed, questioned
and deported.
Casolo mai"ti"f that she does
not know how the arms got into ber
backyard, but notes that she had had
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written many essays and articles.
Gerda Lerner wrote about Transforming Knowledge in an article. To
Think Ourselves Free," in the October 1990 issue of Women' sReviewof
. . Minnich dissects the
Books:
errors underlying patriarchal though
with precision and admirable lucidity. As one of the founders of
women's studies and an educational
consultant to many universities on
the subject of curriculum transformation, Minnich has for decades encountered every possible argument
on the part of the defenders of tradition within and outside of the academy. In this book, she recasts the
feminist arguments she and others
have marshalled against that Opposition. Connecting with the most advanced feminist scholarship in many
different fields, she offers an analysis
of the underlying concepts and a critique of the errors of thinking which,
in her view, are at the root of errors in
judgment, policies and actions of
patriarchal thinkers."
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NEWS SERVICES
Elizabeth Minnich, professor of
philosophy and women's studies at
the Graduate School of the Union
Institute of Cincinnati, will speak
about "Transforming Knowledge" at
the College of Wooster at 7:30 p.m.
Monday in McGaw Chapel.
Mirmich's lecture, which is free
and open to the public, is the last in a
series of seven events this fall in the
1991 Wooster Forum, which is addressing issues of diversity and discrimination.
For almost 20 years, Minnich has
been writing, speaking and consulting about the implications of feminist
scholarship for the liberal arts curriculum. She has presented workshops at more than 100 colleges and
universities.
Minnich is the author of Transforming Knowledge, which received
the Frederic W. Ness Book Award in
1990 from the Association of AmeriEducacan Colleges. She
tion and Women's Studies and has

Resident Assistant Applications Now Available
at Office of Housing and Residential Life

.

Elizabeth Minnich to Speak at 1991
Wooster Forum Monday
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AUTHORIZED SERVICE FOR
IBM - SWINTEC - ADLER
SMITH CORONA

Photo by Dan Stefaniuk
it is obgender, national origin, disabil- the first in format, but dean's
SARAH ADKTNS
served by members of the
ity or sexual orientation.
Voice Staff Writer
residence
Because the RA is also to serve staff as well as the
Application packets are now
decisions
Final
staff.
director's
available at the Office of Hous- as a peer counselor, he or she and placements of RAsfor the
ing and Residential Life to cur- should possess good leadership 1991-199- 2
school year is schedrent sophomores and juniors in- skills, understand diversity and
the week of March 20.
terested in obtaining the position be empathetic to others. The RA uled for
Further questions may be diof Resident Assistant (RA) for should also make him or herself
assisaccessible to the hall residents to rected to Beth Whiteman,
school year.
the 1991-199- 2
life,
residential
of
director
tant
All applications are due in the better understand their needs.
interviewing
the
heading
is
who
The selection process for the
Office of Housing and Residen20.
position consists of three phases. procedure.
tial Life by December
"An RA is a member of the This process is intended to serve
dean's staff, responsible for en- as an educational as well as an BEST DAMN CAMPUS
forcing policy, but he or she interviewing procedure.
REP WANTED!!
During the first phase, sched- ONLY E
CAN OFFER YOU
spends most of his or her time
21,
19
January
January
BREAK TRIP FOH
Dwayne
for
says
k
uled
SPRING
FREE
people,"
helping
discusA CHANCE!
in
AND
PAID
participate
20
EVERY
life.
applicants
residential
of
Davis, director
YAMAHA
A
WIN
TO
situations
hypothetical
the
of
sion
RAs
for
as
Those who serve
WAVEJAMMER.CALL NOW
first time receive full room and that may arise in the hall. In this
one third of their board fees as phase, the applicant gets a chance
credit to their accounts. Second-yea- r to see the kinds of issues that an
RAs receive full room and RA should be able to deal with.
Earn Fabulous FREE
The second phase of the interone half of their board fees as
view process, February 5 Feb- Bpring Break Vacation whilej
credit to their accounts.
meeting new people and
The RA's general responsibili- ruary 9, involves role play, in
gets
actually
enapplicant
the
an
which
ensuring
that
ties include
earning cash. Work at your
vironment exists in the hall that a chance to deal with the possible
highly
complements the academic pro- complications that could arise own pace. Energetic,
living. Posfrom residence-hal- l
motivated outgoing
gram at the College.
sible scenarios include dealing individuals needed. Call
In addition, the RA is responsible for encouraging a healthy, with college policy violation, or
Bob at Campus Holidays
safe and respectful atmosphere gender or racial conflicts.
The third phase is similar to
for all students regardless of race.
Dwayne Davis, the Director of Residential Life at the College

SUPPLIES FOR

IBM - BROTHER - ROYAL
SWINTEC - PANASONIC
CANON - SMITH CORONA
& MORE

8 - 5:30 DAILY
9- - 2 SATURDAY

2522 Cleuelnnd Rood

(216)

OPEN

345-74- 05

lOW PRICES ON DOMESTIC AND
INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS

.

HI-UF-

AIRLINE TICKETS
DISCOUNT CRUISES
VACATION PLANNING

1-800-2-

Traval Agents Intematicnd
We're

with you all the way.

WEST HIGH PLAZA
1430 WEST HIGH STREET

ORRVILLE:

682-34- 40

NATioNEis-Taa- a

1-R00-6-

63-5604

TICKETS MAILED TO YOUR BOX

1

27-4791
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Production Manager
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. TimLudwig
Business Manager
Suraj Dudhoria

neglect the reality that they are
It looks like the world of human and may even have someacademia is bracing itself for a thing of value to say.
The revisionists present a very
showdown.
In one corner stand the fear- genuine claim that university curless correctors of historical ricula historically have trivialized
the experiences of women and
racist and sexist injustices
or are they Marxists, militant nonwhites. This exclusively
Eurocentric approach creates a disfeminists, immoral
thought police? torted vie w of the world that should
In the other are courageous be adjusted to reflect innate unidefenders of traditional values versal human equality.
The traditionalists argue, and
and scholarship from radical
attacks or are they really po- rightly so. that the positive aspects
litically incorrect, elitist reac- of conventional education should
not be discarded along with the
tionaries?
negative, and that key attributes of
Enough, already.
opthe Western heritage should be preThe point is that these
posing camps are portraying served.
These two groups are positioned
each other in terms as stark
as the perfectly to supply one another
and
bad-gu- y
good-gucharacter- with the missing piece that would
provide a more nearly complete
izations of old Westerns.
picture of truth, encompassing both
intellectuan
What began as
and continuity. We have a
justice
ally stimulating, thoughtful,
and overdue debate on 'educa- thesis (traditional Western civilition and social justice is de- zation) and an antithesis (multigenerating into a sometimes cultural and feminist critique). The
discouragingly mindless ver- next logical step is to develop a
synthesis of the most valuable elebal brawl.
This seriously obstructs the ments of each.
However, no progress can be
flexible search for truth that
should be taking place in an made until each side drops its exacademic environment such as aggerated rhetoric and paranoia and
the College of Wooster, or begins actually listening to the
American universities in gen- other. A constructive,
dialogue is sorely needed.
eral.
In the interest of healthy acaToo much energy, intelligence, and talent are being demic inquiry, as well as civil husquandered on the exchange of man relations on campus, some
insults. In our efforts to paint degree of reconciliation between
our political adversaries as ut- the proponents of tradition and reterly menacing and evil, we vision must be achieved.
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Voice Takes Quotes Out of Context
When I first read the headline
"We Got Screwed by the
NCAA," in last week's Voice, I
wondered, "who on earth said
than" Then I read the article and
followed the facts until I came
upon the only quote in it. I had
been quoted as saying, "We know

GINA BOMBACI

deconstr-uctionists,a-

one-dimensio-

nal

non-accusato- ry

Tlte Woosttr Voict is a uewspsperofrhcCoDege

cf Wootracarnruniry.inanated and produced
cxciudvdy by students. The Voict ispubhihed
each Friday during Ifae academic acfaool year,
except during elimination and bieak period.
Opinions expressed herein are net necessarily
thoteo' the ibidem body .faculty, college
of The Voict staff. Bytned pieces
reflect only the opinions of the writers. Tht
Woatter Voict encourages all typed, double
spaced lenen to the edoor which donot exceed
300 words. Lenen must contain die writer's full
rMrraddoi, and telephone number in order
10 becontideredfbrpnblirarinn. Lenen must be
reserved by 5 pun. on Tuesday to be consiaesnJ
fanhe faflowmg Friday' pubScaaon. The Voict
staff reserves the right to hold or edst any lener
which it receives. Subscripbcmto7fe Woonvr
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Overseas subscriptions aie 150. Subscription
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we're second in the region, the re-

nd

y,

Cartoonist

Tetter to the Editor

High Noon in Academia?
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gional committee knew that, too.
The national committee doesn't
know us. We deserved to go ahead
of Denison. We got screwed."
This sounds terrible. A sore
loser. Not an attitude to be proud
of. It's not what I said. The

quote was made up, obviously
created from bits and pieces of a
telephone conversation that I had
with the Sports Editor the evening
that the bids were announced.
What I did say is that I was
happy that the decision had been
made at the National level and
not at the Regional level; that we
felt good about the fact that we
were ranked second in the Region, that the Region knew us
well and knew that we were the
team to take.
I never said, "We deserved to
go ahead of Denison," I know
better. Those decisions made at
the National level are based upon
various other statistics which
were out of our bands.
When I was asked to reflect
upon what other factors might
have led the National committee
to its decision, I suggested specific resources: Brenda Meese,
Nan Nichols and Bill McHenry,
who might have been able to give

i

-inTji. ITara
rCJ?

tow

the writer more accurate information. It's too bad that these
people weren't consulted, for
they obviously would have been
able to provide a more profes- sional opinion.
Indeed, I may have said, "We
go screwed." It was only a few
hours after we and the women's
soccer team had found out that
our seasons had come to an end
and that we would not be going
play. However,
on a post-seaswe are not sore losers, we've accepted the decisions, not appealed
them, and we are proud of the
success of our season. This attitude was not reflected in the article. I hope that people who
read the article expect that the
representing the 1991
Field Hockey team, would have a
little more class than the quote
suggests, and come to the correct
conclusion that she was harshly
misquoted.
Carissa Conner 92
The context of last week's story
entitled m'We Got Screwed1 by
the NCAA" does not display
Conner's feelings on the season
as a whole. It only reflects the
disappointment
season-endin- g
from not receiving a national bid.
The Voice Sports Editor accepts
responsibility for not conveying
that. However, the Sports Editor
does stand behind the accuracy
of the quotes.
Further thoughts on a successful field hockey season can be
found on page 12 of this week's
Sports section.
on

co-capta- in,
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Microwave Popcorn and Penthouses :
College Dorm Rooms today
'

.

Scott Gordon S4 and Marcus Pillion
SPEAKERS,

T.V., VCR,

"94

.n

ot

Photo by Mike Pepper
relax in their plush Besman room that includes stereo with sec

CORDLESS PHONE AND TRACK LIGHTING.

;

board every night." - your, mom
was in college, I
"When
Voice Feature Editor
- your dad
suitcase."
one
"When was in college, a house brought
are over,
days
Mom, Dad, those
mother checked us in with a clip

EMILY SILVERMAN

.

.

suitcase. We brought several.
And a television. And a VCR..
And a microwave. Do not forget
the microwave.
The October 27 issue of The
New York Times, in an article by
Sara Rimer entitled 'Television
Becomes Basic Furniture in College Students' Ivory Towers,"
informed readers that three quarters of 1,500 New York City undergraduates owned their own
television sets (and there are actually other things to do in NYC!)
Half of those sets were accompanied by a VCR, and half by cable.
The obvious question: do college students watch too much
television?
The overwhelming answer: no-naccording to those who spoke
to Rimer.
Said William B. Thompson,
Director of Housing for residence
halls at the University of Southern California in the article:
"...today's students want television and cable, and they seem to
be able to handle it. We haven't
aver
seen a drop in grade-poi-

We can stay out as late as we
want to. No clipboards. And you
drove us out here. You know all
too well that we did not bring one

nt

rate."
According to the statement

age or a rise in the drop-o-

ut

made by Michael Moffet, Asso-

ciate Professor of Anthropology
at Rutgers, college students are
all too busy "studying, talking,
schmoozing, and chasing males
and females" to watch too much
television.
Rare is the room here at
Wooster without at least one
"luxury item."
These items range from the
simple (the now old refrigerator-- .
with-VC-

R

on

it-with--

TV

on that)

to the extreme: one room in
Douglass is literally a penthouse
apartment - the first floor has the
living and dining rooms (a little
table with two chairs) and
kitchen, the second floor has the
beds. Alas, no elevator. Visitors
must climb the stairs.
Television or no television, the
lack of at least a refrigerator
might earn a student some disbelieving stares.
Now, it's time to go study,
schmooze, and watch 'Beyerly
Hills 90210.'

Wooster's Walk of Shame; a College Experience
GREGKRAUSE
Special to the Voice
So here I am, schlepping across
the quad half awake. My face is
stinging from the cold, my eyes
are crusted shut, and I'm absolutely inappropriately dressed for
the weather. "Hey, isn't it a little
cold to be wearing shorts today!,"
one of my (supposed) friends remarks as he passes me along the
sidewalk. Embarrassed, I reply,
"Well, it was warm yesterday."
Oops, classic mistake. First of

all, never, ever admit to wearing
the same outfit you donned the
day before and secondly, please
don't open your mouth on these
particular mornings when you
stand less than three feet apart
from someone. You might kill
him. "God. I hope my roommate
has some Scope left," I pray as I
shiver home.
Sound familiar? Too afraid to
admit that you just went through'
this same scenario as recently as
last night? Do you dread this hap

pening to you tomorrow morning? Are you reluctant to confess
that this is a regular event in your
life? Of course you are, that's
why it's called THE WALK OF

mouth and hair that sticks up in
ways styling mousse could never
achieve. And oh, those dark
circles under the eyes.
Now you all know, I'm very

sure, of the varying degrees of
shame that one may achieve. I
myself see it as a parallel to the
levels in Dante' s Infer no. You've
got your standard Walk of S name,
like-ionly
no big deal. Just keep your head
f
love (or, sometimes,
your mother could read this). But low.
A little more impressive is your
it's another to emerge the following morning with a pasty Class of Shame or, for a little

SHAME!
It's okay for your friends to be
blessed with the knowledge that
you were invited into the hollowed confines of the one you

more pizzazz, try the Test of
Shame (study well in advance).
The best example I've heard of,
though I'm sure it's just a vicious rumor, is of a staff writer
who partook in the Interview of
Shame,
When you next trudge across
campus at an ungodly hour, tired
and unshowered, and one of your
pals teases you, think to yourself, "Wait, why is this person up
at 8 a.m. on a Saturday and why
is heshe asking me for Visine?"

BSA Initiates Mentor Program With Wooster High School
HANNAH HOWE

Voice Staff Writer
Robin Parker 92, was worried.
While student teaching there, she
had developed some concerns
about the black student population at Wooster High School,
whose attendance rates and
grades tended to be low, while
rate was higher for
the drop-oblack students on the whole.
There are no full time teachers at
the High School, and Parker felt
ut

A

that some positive role models
might be helpful to the students
to give, "a more positive outlook
on themselves, their history and
their place in society"
Parker took her idea to other
black student leaders on the College campus and discovered that
a "mentor program" between the
College and high school students
was already being considered.
The Black Students Association
President, Tamica Liddell '93,

and Antoinette Dendtler '94, a
representative of Delta Phi Alpha, joined with Parker to organize The Rising Generation Program, which is also referred to as

"black students working

to-

gether." This new program is
ing organized with the help of
student representatives from
Wooster High School's Black
Student Union and their advisor.
So far, plans include two forms
of interaction between black Col
be-

lege students and high school stuparticipadents. In
tion, a College student will be
paired with a student at the high
school. Since every high school
student may be looking for something different from a mentor
from the College, the sessions
are much more individually oriented. To prepare for working
with the high school students,
each mentor will take part in
training to know what to be aware
one-on-o-

ne

of when working with minors.
Second on the agenda of the
Rising Generation Program are
monthly gatherings of everyone
involved for a cultural enrichment activity. The idea is to bring
all participants together to learn
more about their culture and past.
A motivation behind the programs is the striving to raise African Americans self esteem after centuries of oppression.
Continued on page 6

Feature

BSA Mentor Program
Receives Positive Response
Continued from page 5
Liddell says that "some of the
black high school students don't
see higher education as an option" and hopes that a sense of
cultural awareness will be motivating to these students.
Meetings have already taken
place with the high school students to determine the number of
participants interested and to get
and idea of what the students
needs are. The program has already received responses from
about 90 per cent of the 57
African-A-

at

students

merican

Wooster High School.
The organizers are pleased
with the positive response from

the administration

of both

schools. The high school does,
they say, want to support their
black students, and the school's
principal is very much behind the

TOGA. TOGA. TOGA
TOGA. TOGA III

OZA and ArE

SaL, Nov. 16
Sig Section
ajn.
BRING ID.
John Belushi screamed it
and we're going to do it !
9--

12

r

College's involvement. In addition, the parents of the participating high school students are
being asked to become involved,
in hopes that they will appreciate
this attempt to get their children
away from the "negatives of having nothing to do" says Liddell.
The Rising Generation Program

but the College
is student-rustaff advisers, Sharon Turner of
the Registrar's Office and history professor Mady Noble, are
assististing the organization. All
supporters and those involved
feel a need for guidance of the
young black high school students.
Liddell has seen African-America- n
college students become more
aware of their past once they got
to college and says," People don't
have to wait before they realize
some of the facets of their
n,

MEN'S 3 ON 3

B-BALLTOURNY

double elimination
maximum of 5 players perieam
games Thur, 125 and Sua, lift
nosers due Wed, 1 120
learn captains include box and Ext on
rosier
rules & playing times sent to lean
captains
send rosters lo Dan Kotchen box 2063
or me lo Coach Moore m the P.E.C.
and "BTeagues
there wffl be bom
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Forum Journal Looks for
Students
Submissions from First-YeFirst-Ye-ar

ar

JUDY NICHOLS
ideas and
written,
Writer
Staff
Voice
arguments.
Danielle Dunn, this year's inWork is already underway on
Forum tern at the Reading and Writing
the annual First-YeCenter, is editor of the First-YeJournal, a collection of first-yestudents' writing and art projects Forum Journal. She will direct
staff meetings, production, copy-editiin First-YeSeminar.
well-support-

ed

ar

ar

ar

ng

ar

This year's issue marks its
fourth edition.
The journal is presently acceptstudents,
ing work from first-yewith the deadline for submissions
set for December 6.
Students are encouraged to submit essays, journal entries, poetry, artwork, research projects,
short' fiction, photographs and
Semicollages from First-Yenar for consideration in the publication.
For the first time, the journal
will award S2S to students whose
work is published. By doing so,
the editors hope to reward and
recognize each student's effort
and achievement.
ar

ar

and publicity.
Nancy Grace, Professor of English, is advising the staff as she
has for the past four years.
Dunn has already chosen the
staff members, who are composed
of about twenty upperclassmen.
Most of the students on the staff
are teaching assistants for First-YeSeminar.
Dunn and Grace hope to include more artwork in this year's
issue.
seminars
Since many first-yedo not require artwork as part of
the course, any artwork by first-yestudents embodying the
Seminar will
themes of First-Yebe considered.
ar

ar

ar

ar

As more submissions are received
Such incentives may increase an
already healthy level of submissions. for the journal, the staff may decide
making decisions on what to publish upon a specific theme.
Grace comments, "Each issue
even more difficult.
In the case of written pieces, should have a unique identity, somethe journal is looking for well- - thing that stamps it as that year's

issue.
Dunn may also change the formatting and organization of the journal to give it a different and distinct
appearance.
In response to complaints that

Forum
last year's First-YeJournal was "politically correct," Grace emphasizes that the
primary purpose of the journal is
ar

to showcase student writing about
Seminar.
the themes of First-Year

She maintains that the journal will
print any argument that is
whether it upholds liberal or
more conservative ideologies.
Grace points out that last year's
well-support-

ed,

edition contained a wide array of
viewpoints, including pieces such
as one arguing against affirmative action.
The staff will have the work
ready for publication in early
stuMarch. Present first-yefirst-yestudents and incoming
dents next year will receive the
in early
issue
April.
The publication relies upon
First-YeSeminar funds and the
Stephen R. Donaldson Fund, a
fund for writing, for its expenses.
ar

ar

free-of-char-

ge

ar

1
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Over the Rhine's Music Strives for
'Post-NucleSocial Awareness

Page 7

ar

SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor
The College Underground will
feature the band Over the Rhine
morrow night beginning at 10 p.m.
until 2 a.m. Admission for the show
is 75 cents with a College LD.
, The band bills itself as "some
kinda'
post-nucle-

ar,

folk-tinge- d,

pseudo-alternativ- e,

art-pop-

What-

."

ever style they play, however, this
quartet from Cincinnati has established an extensive and notable history of performing, touring, composing and recording. According to
member Linford Detweiler, the band
originated when, on a visit to New
Zealand with Mends, he heard a
speaker list politically appropraite
topics that should be covered by
AIDS , the envimodern
ronment, homelessness, and the like.
While the band aspires to be "socially aware" in covering these topics, they also cover events in their
pop-musi- c:

Ovek the Rhine will apfeak Saturday night at the Underground.

Caiprt
.Qafts
"A
ihnmin

j

interiors

FLOOR AND WALL COVERINGS
ART AND ACCESSORIES

10

off on remnants

for students

Phone (216) 262-156840 Lincoln Way East
Wooster, Ohio 4469 1
57

lives which each feels to be important on a personal and even spiritual
basis. Says Detweiler, "I think we're
just ripping handfuls of pages from
memoirs and calling it music"
All of the band's members live in
or very near the cultural area of Cincinnati called "Over the Rhine," a
German neighborhood which is explained as being "somber, racially
mixed, ethnically diverse and blessed
with an abundance of transients, panhandlers and assorted misfits."
These surroundings provided an
excellent perspective for the group's
writing ability as they overlooked
post-adolesce-

the activity of the area from
Detweiler s third-stor- y
bedroom
window. "Over the Rhine is a poet's
dream in that it's imagery is so often
so striking," says Detweiler. "In a
nutshell, it's the band's birthplace.
We put the name on and it was a
perfect fit"

WCWS ConcertWatch
Fri, Nov. 15
Sat, Nov. 16
Mon,Nov. 18
WecL.Nov.20
Fri, Nov. 22
Tue., Nov. 26
WecL.Nov.27
Fri, Nov. 29
Sat, Nov. 30

Thur,Dec5
Fri, Dec 6
Tue, Dec. 10
Sat, Dec 14

Racist,

7BiGirP

Ncvenmlbeir njectmilbeir
Empire
Koko Taylor
Empire
Psychedelic Furs
Johnson
RushEric
..Coliseum'
Agora
Black Uhuru
Convocation Or (CSU)
Jethro Tull
Empire
L4ta Ford
Phantasy (Qe)
Billy Bragg
Music Hall (Cle)
Ozzy Osbourne
Coliseum
Metalllca
Oberlin
PixlesPere Ubu
Agora
Tin Machine
Peabody's (Clev)
Taj Mahal
Convocation Or (CSU)
James Brown
.

wJi2ifry

5--

trayed, starring: Debra
Winger and Tom Berenger,
at the Underground. Cost

$.50.

Spotlight Showcase fea
turing Runaway at Mom's
1 lp.m.
(A Wisconsin
based acoustic duo pushing
the boundaries of traditional
folk music. From hard driv
ing rhythm and blues to
heartfelt ballads.)
Delta Phi Alpha's Night
at the Underground, $ .75.
10:30 p.m.-- 2 a.m. Featuring
D.J.'s Brian Grandison &
Phil Puryear.
Moonlight Bowling from
a.m. Free shoe
e
bowl
rental and
9--

11-12:-

30

half-pric-

ing

Saturday. Nov. 16

Movie: The Wizard of Oz
at Mateer. 7:30 &10 p.m.
Cost 51
a,

For ticket information on most of these shows, call the TicketMaster Outlet in
Cleveland:

vTCfifl

derground 7 p.m.
Video come and see Be

Band: Over The Rhine
(bills itself as 'some-kind-

Kevin Anderson - Music Director

(216)241-555- 5

)fl

nt

Friday. Nov. IS
Happy Hour at the Un

post-nuclea-

pseudo-alte-

r,

native,

folk-tinge-

d,

r
art-

-

pop!) at the Underground
rom 10 p.m. 2 a.m. Cost
--

$.75.

Sunday. Nov. 17
Sorry to tell you that there
will be no Classic Film to
day.

Wednesday. Nov. 20
Video come and enjoy
watching Chariots of Fire
at the Underground. Cost
$.50.

High Plains Drifter at

0 p.m.

LHnr--J
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Wooster Symphony Orchestra Debuts Original Piece
SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor

The Wooster Symphony Orchestra will perform tomorrow
night at 8:15 p.m. in McGaw
Chapel... Under the direction of
Jeffrey Lindberg, the orchestra

will feature soloists Brian
Dykstra, Music Department
Chair, and Elizabeth
Adjunct Professor of
Music, performing Mozart's
Barany-Schlauc-

h,

Major."
"Concerto in
As part of the orchestra's 75th
anniversary, the concert will also
premiere the new original work
by Jack Gallagher, professor of
music at the College. Entitled
"Symphony in One Movement
I
Threnody," the work is dedicated
to his mother who passed away
last July.
The work was originally intended to debut last May after
being commissioned by the
Women's Committee. However,
Photo by News Services finding that the work, was beand Brian Dyutea will perform Saturday night at 8: 15 in McGaw Chapel.
coming longer and more com
E-fl-

at

-

i

Elizabeth Barany-Schlauc- h

plex than he had anticipated,
Gallagher asked for an extension.
The piece, at approximately 25
minutes in length, "demand(s)
something of a more serious character" for the orchestra's anniversary according to Gallagher,
who was the orchestra's director
He explains that the
in 1985-8work is "sturdy and demanding,
and therefore not as easy to listen
to on first acquaintance as some
other pieces." However his hope
is that, "these same qualities may
generate more interest in the work
across time."
In addition to the premiere of
Gallagher's composition and the
Mozart piano concerto, the orchestra will also perform Brahms
"Academic Festival Overture,"
6.

and

Rimsky-Korsakov's"-

ces-

Pr

sion of the Nobles" from Mloda.
General admission for the concert is $5.00 with students admitted free. Tickets may be purchased at the front desk of Lowry
'
Center or at the door.

c
debate) sponsored by the forensic team
Parliamentary Debate
6":3D p.m.
T
Douglas
7 ; Friday, November 15, 1991
Ext-3
Rcff
175
Pctsr
Dr.
or
For mere information, ccntact: Robb DeG raw
(off-topi-

Ext-241- 3.

PANCAKE BREAKFAST
Sunday, November 17th
8 a.m.-1- 2 p.m.
at Sl Mary's Church (right across
the street from McDonald's).
S3 JO per person.
All proceeds to go to charity
sponsored by Douglass Outreach
Committee. For questions or
ticket information, contact:
Andy Eklund Ext-34-

ii

mm

"

'
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i5b
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DISI

MHSTCIC8ID
BCCCPTED

l1

222 LU. Liberty St. 264-21audio video autosound hi end audio
61

Quality Products
Competltlue Prices
Knowledgeable Sales Staff

92

r

9 in

Riitosound installation
by appointment

10

"Repair seruice for most brands
Student discount with I.D. card

DISCOUNT

AFTER

2 P.M.

WITH STUDENT I.D.

WHERE QURLITV IS NOT EHPENSIUE

Kaffee Haus

2730 Cleuelond Rd.
Together Dan Sebranek and John Smith are Runaway, a Wiscon
APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE FOR
STUDENTS

PRIVATE, FURNISHED
ROOMS
SHARE TV AND KITCHEN
S200MO. PLUS
SECURITY DEPOSIT
NO UTILITIES
CABLE AVAILABLE
IF INTERESTED PLEASE
CALL:264-942- 5

IKE'S Great American Restaurant
OPEN 24 HOURS

20 off with
college id.
call us at
262-53-

1

1

Liberty
IKE'S

zr

Timken r

en

Super America
Bob Evans

sin-bas-

ed

ACOUSTIC DUO PUSHING THE BOUNDARIES

From

OF TRADITIONAL

blues TO HEARTFELT
ballads, Dan and John generate more energy and dynamics than
you'd think possible from only a duo. as songwriters they're
award winners, having been chosen as recipients of th2 new folx
FOLK MUSIC.

HARD-DRIVI-

AWARD AT THE RECENT

NG

1990

RHYTHM AND

KeRRVTLLE,

TX, FOLK FESTIVAL.

EXCEP-

TIONAL LEAD VOCALS AND .TIGHT HARMONIES ARE RUNAWAY'S TRADEMARK. On STAGE, THEY CAPTIVATE AUDIENCES WITH THEIR INFECTIOUS
GOOD NATURE AND ORIGINALITY, OFFERING PERFORMANCES LISTENERS
WILL REMEMBER FOR A LONG TIME. RUNAWAY WILL PERFORM IN MOM'S
TONIGHT FROM
9-11:-

00.
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SWIMMING

Women Prevail; Men's Season Opens with Controversy
50-met-

er

ar

The Fighting Scots men's and
women's swim team opened their
season with a victory for the women ,
while the men lost by five close but
controversial points in Saturday's
meet against Carnegie Mellon University at the Wooster Natarioum.
The men's team is predicted to
finish seventh in the NCAC, judging
from a poll after the results in the
North Coast Atlantic
Conference relays.
When discussing his expectations
for the team coach Keith Beckett
said, "We are a rebuilding and rather
young team and lack significant
depth in the specialty area. Even
though we have been predicted to
finish seventh we should be about a
.500 team, and I would like to see us
move up at least one place.
Returning veterans to watch for
pre-seas- on

include

freestyle,
in the
94, Mark '92, and Sandy Clark '94.
and
swimmers that Behringer in the 200-fl- y
Strong first-yeGroynom 94, Will Fischbach '93,
in
Bugbee
the
conference
are expected for
and Steve Page 93.
As a team, the women domiThe divers should be strong as points are Michelle Alviti 95 in
weU,Ied by BUI Kanzinger92 along the fly events, and Heather nated nearly every event in the
with Jim Palmer '92. K.C SUohn Altstaetter 95 in the freestyle meet and it was clear who was
the better team. The women
'93 will also be a helpful addition. events.
First-yeBecky Mullin '94 should domi- should be very impressive again
swimmers to watch for
next weekend when they will
include Mike Dolance '95 in back- nate in the diving events.
compete against
Saturday
on
the
meet
In
the
stroke events along with Trace
iman
by
won
Reserve.
Dwyer '95 and Paul Caviglia '95 in women's team
156-56
over
The men were defeated in a
pressive score of
freestyle.
controversial score of 1 18 to 1 13,
The women's team has been pre- Carnegie Mellon University.
Wooster was led by strong per- which due to a technicality their
dicted to finish fourth or fifth in the
poll formances from Freeburn and 16 diving points did not count.
conference by the
backThese points were taken away
"We should be a strong dual meet Schnell. In the
of a rule that the Carnegie
a
because
swam
of
time
Schnell
team and would like to remain above stroke
pointed out after
Mellon
coach
finishing
nine
seconds
in the 2:21.17,
.500 and in the
second-plac- e
the diving
had
finished
Jenifer Wooster
nation this year. However, the team ahead of
events, that stated since Carnegie
will be hurt by losses from swim- Atmann.
Coach Beckett described Mellon did not have a diving team
mers who graduated and three imperformance as, "very Wooster could only perform a
who
Schnell's
from
past
the
swimmers
portant
impressive
and ahead of sched- limited amount of degree of difto
not
reasons
decided for different
ule." Beckett was also particu- ficulty points.
swim."
Wooster exceeded this amount
The veteran swimmers to watch larly impressed with Freeburn s
for this year should be the seven win in the 100 freestyle which and therefore were disqualified
was a close and exciting race that from the diving events. "We were
includreturning
of a disappointed that the men sufWendy Freeburn Freeburn won by
ing
'92 in the sprint freestyle events second over a Carnegie Mellon fered a loss in a technicality that
cost 16 points in a meet we only
and Katie Erdman '92 in the dis- swimmer.
Saturday's
on
lost by five points," coach
winners
Other
tance freestyle. The other strong
stated.
Beckett
Erdman
'92
Katie
veterans should be Tammy meet include
1000-metDespite
this controversy the
freestyle
and
Behringer '94, Liz Bugbee '94, in the
very well as a team
swam
men
freestyle. Miller
Katie Schnell '94, Laura Miller the
by Chad Coffman

JOSH LEVENTHAL
Voice Sports Writer

Tom

Ail-Americ- an

Hungerford 93, who last year was
ranked eighth in the nation in the
16S0 meter freestyle.
Brian Vereb '92 should
be strong in the butterfly and backstroke events, along with
Andrew Schultz 92, who should
dominate the sprint freestyle events.
Additional support should be given
Co-capta- in

co-capta-in

200-breaststro-

ar

Case-Weste- rn

pre-seas- on

200-met-

top-twen-

All-America-

er

ty

ns,

20-tent-

co-capta- ins

hs

er

plateau for the third
consecutive year. He now has
1048 yards and nine touchdowns
on 218 carries, an average of alper carry and
most five-yarmore than 116 yards per game.
He needs only 59 yards this
Saturday against Denison to surpass Tom Dingle and become
1000-yar-

Tailback Brian Grandison '92
set an NCAC and Wooster record
on Saturday when he ran for 292
win
yards in the Scots' 54-2- 0
over Earlham.
The ' performance earned
Grandison "Player of the Week"
honors for small schools in this
week's issue of Sports Illustrated.

er

200-met- er

400-medl-

ey

Vereb and Coffman; Dwyer, who

finished second in
freestyle, and Coffman, who
50-met-

placed second in the
medley.

200-inter-medi-

er

ate

In conclusion to the overall per-

formance of both teams coach
Beckett stated, "I am very happy
with both swimming and diving
especially considering how tired
they were coming into the meet."
The Scots next meet is at home
on Saturday (1:00) against conference rival
Case-Weste- rn

500-met- er

Basketball Gears up for Season

Grand Stats for Brian
JASON GINDELE
Voice Sports Editor

ke.

and were highlighted by impressive individual performances
from Hungerford and Vereb.
freestyle
In the 500-metHungerford defeated the 1990-9- 1
NCAA Div. Ill Swimmer of
the Year, Brian Zimmerman, in a
race that Hungerford took the
early lead and held on to finish
strongly, nearly three body
lengths ahead of Zimmerman.
Just as impressive, Vereb took
backcontrol of the
was
challenged,
never
and
stroke
finishing nearly half a pool length
ahead of the nearest swimmer.
Additional support was given
reby the victorious
lay team of Dolence, Fischbach,

d

ds

TRAVEL WITH

Wooster's

all-tim-

e

leading

rusher.
Vic
Also, Quarterback
Rowcliffe '92 also set a Wooster
record on Saturday when he threw
three touchdown passes, bringing his career total to 23 and
e
making him the Scots
leader in that category.
all-tim-

REG OHIO TA 0305

Grandison's efforts against

Earlham helped him reach the

Ellen Elias Bur sac
will speak on Thursday,
November 21 at 7:30 p.m.
in Scovel 105.
She is an American who has
lived in Yugoslavia for the
past 20 years and is now
earning a Ph.D.
at Zegreb University.
Her topic will be
Cosmopoliteaism and
of
Ethnicity: the See-Sathe YugoSlav literatures.
w

34G E. Bowman Si.

Wooster. Ohio

2IO-204-05- 05

ft

00-34-7-5-05

"Within walking distance4"

DISCOUNTED INTERNATIONAL
AIRFARE AND STUDENT
LD. CARDS AVAILABLE.

Wooster returning lettermen: (clockwise from top left) Head
Coach Steve Moore, Dave George '92, Stan Aukamp "92, Doug
Mhnen 94, Erich Riebe '92 and Brian Buchanan '93. Men's
preview article in next week's voice.

basket-ball- "
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Lady Scots Deserved
National Bid
Continued from page 11
lOtbankolNGnfaCnimaWeskyan.
Yet this loss may have teen the main
argument against Wooster.
After battling Wooster for a tough
1
win, N.C. Wesleyan traveled to
OWU the next day, where they were
handed a 0 defeat. This is the
primary argument OWU has for their
selection to nationals.
That point withstanding, I still believe that the Lady Scots, who let op
only eight goals on the season (none
in the conference), should have been
n
competition.
in
So why didn't the Lady Scots get a
bid? What, in the end, gave OWU the
nod instead of Wooster? My guess is
that politics may have come into play.
When the regional committee
looked at both Wooster and OWU,
I'm sure one of the first things that
came to mind was OWU's women's
soccer tradition, and Wooster's lack
of one. WhUe OWU has dominated
opponents throughout the years,
Wooster's program has just recently
gained respect. In fact, Wooster
hadn't even enjoyed a winning season until two yean ago. This past fall
was the best season in team history
for the Lady Scots. OWU's program,
meanwhile, has become synonymous
with winning, and the regional committee has become very familiar with
the Lady Bishops.
Also worthy of mention is the fact
that OWU's coach,Margie Shade, is a
member of the regional committee for
women's soccer. In a conversation
with Shade last week, she claimed to

J

R
Macintosli

2--

2--

post-seaso-

have not been involved in the meetings
that placed OWU on top ofWooster on
the list that was eventually sent to die
NSC Though thatmay be true, Shade's
prescence in the committee may have
been enough to sway the vote and send
her team to nationals.
Politics in sports is inevitable, but its
unfortunate when the decisions made
because of them come at someone
else's expense, Wooster's in this case.

MghtMee.
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Novs the right time to buy an Apple
Macintosh computer system. Because right now
you can save big on Apple's most popular com- puters and qualifying printers. And Macintosh is
the right computer to help you achieve your best,
throughout college and beyond.

V

VO

Save

I

Macintosh list System.

Macintosh LC System.

Macintosh Classic System.

What's more, you may even qualify for the
new Apple Computer Loan, which makes buying a
Macintosh now even easier
So come in right now and check out the big
special
savings on Macintosh. But hurry-th-ese
savings last only through January 5, 1992.

For further Information contact
Kim Strollo in Taylor Hall

I'm not trying to take anything
away from the Denison field hockey
team or the Ohio Wesleyan women's
soccer team, each squad bad exceptional seasons worthy of consideration for p?riraai, but Wooster had
legitimate arguments in each case.
I hope that next year Wooster's
field hockey and women's soccer
team can duplicate their successful
seasons, or even improve on them,
and, in the end, pocket bids to the
NCAA tournaments. But until next
year, their throats will remain dry.
Despite their efforts, they won't be
able to drink the water they deserved
to taste. They were so close.

A.

Room 311, Ext 2245
C

mi fk Omm. lac tffk.

$ EASY MONEYlimi
I WILL PAY $25 FOR

YOUR PHONE
BOOK. CALL
LEE RAMSEY COLLECT
AT (615)577-723- 7

m

ft

tap mi

m upend wfartrf4p

Constat a-

-

t

tndsBiffc jtatwri to ppk Conjufcf , Inc.

a

Bill Kincaid from the University of Michigan
will speak on Thurs., November 21 at 4 pm. in Lowryll9.
He will speak on program grants for mterinstitutional collaboration in area studies
dealing specifically with summer intensive language fellowships.
Arabic, Armenian, Chinese, Hungarian, Japanese, and Russian and also student research grants.
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the play from the sidelines. "The
last play took forever,, the bail
was tipped about twenty times, I
thought it would never end."

MIKE PEPPER
Voice Chief Photographer
A tipped pass on the final play
of the IM Football Championship gave the Sigs a 22-1- 8 victory last' Monday on the slosh
covered quad.
Oat quarterback Chad Streiter's
'92 lob to James Webb '93 in the
endzone would have given the
Oats a come from behind victory
against the undefeated Sigs.

Streiter, the Oat quarter 'back'
thought that the slushy conditions
would be to their advantage, tfc
stated "The playing conditions

were to our advantage because
the Sigs have a running game'
while wig prefer to pass. The slippery conditions would make it
harder fdr the Sigs to use the run
r-to their advantage.?
Sig
the
Jim King '94, one of
QB's and running backs agreed.
"I felt the conditions would hurt
us because they throw a lot. Our
defenders were at a disadvantage
because our defensive backs
would have a hard time with their
footing while covering their Oat
receivers." v
Despite the conditions the game
got off to a good start with the
Sigs scoring on their opening possession.

Streiter dropped back and

looked or a receiver while the
Sig defense scrambled to keep
all receivers covered. Streiter
saw Webb open in the end zone
and lobbed a pass over pursuing
Sig defender Alan Pohoryles 92.
Webb tried for the ball but it was
tipped by. Sig defender Gary
Miller '92 and then by Webb and
the ball popped up. Webb and
Miller feU into the slush with the
ball up for grabs. Webb kept his
eye on the ball as it came down,
but it was just out of reach as it
tipped off the ends of his fingers
and fell to the ground. The game
had ended with the Sigs on top.
final-scor22 - 18.
Both quarterbacks agreed that
the play seemed to take forever.
Streiter said of the play "In the
huddle I didn't know what to call
so we formulated a play where I
was to roll right and then throw
cross field to the left, but as the
play opened up I had two running
backs open right in front of me so
I threw it to Webb and everything went like 'slo mo.'"
Sig QB Phil Puryear '92 had
similar thoughts as he watched

'

teams

The

:

then

traded

possesions until the Oats were
able to score in the final minutes
of the first half. Both teams
missed their two point conversions so the teams were locked at
a 6 --6 tie at the half.
The Oats took command in the
opening of the second half by
scoring first. The TD put them
ahead but they missed their two
point conversion, putting them
The Sigs didn't stay
ahead 12-down for long though, as they
marched right down the field and
scored in only a few plays. .
Besides scoring the TD, the

e

6.

Jim

victory on Monday.
The Sigs, on a long run by
Puryear, put the ball right back
into scoring position and got another six plus the two pointer.
This gave the Sigs the lead by
four which the Oats came so close
to surpassing with Streiter' s pass.

Kino "94 avoids an Oat tackles w the Sips

Sigs converted on their two
pointer and went up 14 - 12. The
Oats took over and also charged
down the field, on an especially
long run that ended with a TD.
Once again the Oats missed their
two point conversion which only
put them up by four.

which then chooses the sixteen teams
from around the country to play in the
national tournament.
This year, this region's committee
submitted to the NSC a list showing

Ohio Wesleyan
Wooster(13-M)secord,an-

(13-5--2)

(16-2--

3)

d

in the third

spot

on top.
Denison
The NSC

thenpoceededtoextendbidstoOWU
and Denison, bypassing Wooster in
doing so.
,

;

OWU wasanobvioiischoice. They
had won the North Coast Athletic

Conference outright and had compiled
record while being nationally-The NCAA divides the counffy into a 3
throughout the season.
regions, each of which is headed by a ranked
is why the NSC
regional committee. This committee What's not obvious
list and went
regional
the
dismissed
area
its
in
closely follows the teams
Woosterv
ahead
of
Denison
with
end the seasonsubmits a

simple.

16-2--

and. at the

of

JLPry.

The basis for even having regional m Delaware, and DerusonmGranville.
comminees is that each area of the That's an impressive ending to the
country can be looked at more closely season, especially considering that
d,
despite Wooster's seathan if there were just a national comloss
ending
to Denison, the two
son
the
override
NSC
to
mittee. For the
with each taking a
even,
were
teams
is
committee
work of' the regional
field.
home
their
on
game
commitwrong. I'm sure the regional
common oppocomparing
as
far
As
tee had a good foundation for ranking
be said is that
needs
to
Wooster ahead of Derrison, and I think nents, all that
Wooster finished second intheNCAC,
its obvious that the regional committee is more in touch with these teams while Denison finished third. I don't
see how you can dispute that fact
than the NSC.
Looking at all of this, I really don't
Denison
fact,
glaring
On top of that
wiry Denison ended up playing
know
national
the
in
was nowhere tobe seen
while the Lady Scots were
natwrials
while
season,
at
rankings throughout the
the best seasons in
toendoneof
forced
fourWooster was ranked as high as
history.
teenth. In the games following the school
In the case of women's soccer, the
announcement of their 14 ranking,
the Lady Scots went 3. The losses issue might be a little more political.
C4uoWesleyan(13-S-l)onceagai- n
came at the hands of Div. II Indiana
T
it ahead of Wooster
made
Umversirytf Pa.
head-to-hea-

8--

(14-3-3-

(3-4,20T's)tO-

WU

extreme intensity. Both teams played
incredible games, good play calling
and excellent execution.
One does not have to go the
John Papp stadium to see a good
football game. So keep your eyes
open for next year's IM football

The game offered excitement and scheduele.

NCAA Leaves JLady Scots with
list of their region's top teams to the
NatkxialSekctkxiCbmnuttee(NSC),

Photo by Mm Pepper

22-1- 8

rflMMRNTARY

JASON GINDELE
Voice Sports Editor
For some reason, both the field
hockey team and the women's soccer
team here at Wooster ended their
last week with a longing,
empty feeling, as if they had been lead
to water but weren't allowed to drink.
Though both completed successful
regular seasons, something was missing. Neither team was extended a bid
to the national tournament. But they
were so dose, they could taste it
Bom had legitimate cases
The argument for field hockey is

Page 11

w..

t hroats

when the sixteen bids to nationals were
extended. The National Selection
Committee made this decision despite
the fact that Wooster won me NCAC
title outright, while OWU finished secd,
Wooster
ond, and that
shutout OWU in their only meeting of
the season on Sept 28.
Also, in the Gatorade National Polls,
Wooster was ranked, as of Nov. 1.
fourteenth in the nation. OWU was
not in sight; the Lady Bishops hadn't
even received a vote. This was less
than one week before the bids were
extended.
Following the Nov. 1 poll,Wooster
defeatedAdrian 4--0 to end their regular season. In fact, in the last three
weeks of the season, the Lady Scots
only lost once, a close 1 game to
head-to-hea-

2--

Continued on page 10
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Scots Roll Past Earlham Behind Grandisbn's Performance
JOHN MORROW
Voice Football Correspondent
It was perhaps their best performance in many seasons.
Last weekend, in front of a joyous and excited home crowd, the
Fighting Scots dominated the
Earlham Quakers. 54-2- 0.
The Scots controlled every aspect of the game.
The Scot's defense took the initiative and forced the Quakers to
punt on their first possession. The
Scots took control of the ball on
the Quaker 43 yard line. Three
plays later, all of which were carried by Brian Grandison '92, the
lead.
Scots had a
The Scot's offense continued
their scoring threat throughout
the first quarter. Unfortunately,
the Scots were unable to take
advantage of their opportunities
until the second quarter. The
drive
Scots mounted a
that ended in a three yard pass to
Trevor Garner 93. The two-poiconversion failed and thr. score
remained 12-Earlham put together a scoring
drive on the ensuing drive. Relying heavily on their most effective play, the pass, Earlham drove
67 yards for a touchdown. It was
the one possession against the
Scots' starting defensive squad
that the Quakers were able to
score. This is quite impressive
considering the Scots have the
worst-rate- d
pass defense in the
North Coast Atlantic Conference.
The Scot's defense was impressive throughout. In the first half
alone, the Scots forced four punts,
recovered a fumble, and blocked
a field goal. The second half was
more of the same. The Scots had
six-poi- nt

53-ya- rd

nt

0.

FTFT

three interceptions, forced two
punts, and took control of the
ball twice on downs. One of the
interceptions was returned 33
yards by John Marcinek '93 for a
Scot touchdown. Great defensive play provided the offense
with many opportunities to score.
The Scot's offense took advantage of the second half opportunities. The Scots scored 13 points
in the third quarter. Seven points
offenresulted from a
the
from
points
sive drive and six
While
the
Marcinek interception.
28-- 7
lead seemed large, enough
to seal the Scots a victory, it was
only a prelude for what happened
in the fourth quarter.
The Scots scored 26 more
points in the fourth quarter. Bob
Tucker, the Scot's head coach,
said that by the fourth quarter,
Earlham s "backs were broken,
we had the edge. We just put the
icing on the cake."
While Vic Rowcliffe '92 and
Grandison were instrumental in
igniting the fourth quarter surge,
several notable underclassmen
played some big roles in the quarter. Rick Fox '94 caught a
Rowcliffe pass early in the
quarter and Scott Szweda 95
made two excellent plays. One
touchdown run
was a five-yar- d
to bring the score to 47-1- 3 and
touchthe other was an
down run to conclude the Scot's
scoring for the afternoon.
Grandison finished the day with
292 yards on 33 carries, a
Wooster and NCAC record for
rushing yards in one game.
The Scots travel to Granville.
77-ya-

I
0

v:

rd

p)

12-ya- rd

80-ya- rd

Photo by Dan Stefamuk.
Scot PoiBACX Tw Lyons 92 drives with the ball in Saturday's 54-2-0 victory.
come up short."
stop the Big Red's famous single-win- g tough schedule."
The Scots hope that the
The Scots have not beaten the
offense to win. Although
venes and intensity that they
aggressi
1981.
Tucker
has.
Big
Red
since
Big
the
seven teams have beaten
in the Earlham game will
He
said,
displayed
so.
why
is
this
an
idea
of
wing
this
Red and their single
over
carry
into this game. If it does,
wrong
defense,
but
the
season. Tucker says that "their "it isn't
you
Scots
to end the season on
expect
the
which
in
aggressiveness
Ohio, tomorrow to play the record is not indicitive of their the
exciting
we
note.
an
have
is
where
Denison Big Red. The Scots must team. They have played a real attack. That

J) HOCKEY

Meese, Lady Scots Happy With Successful Season
CARISSA CONNER
Voice Sports Writer
The Lady Scot field hockey team
wrapped up the 1991 season ranked
second in the region, with the second-place
spot in the NCAC, and
with a very happy coach Brenda
Meese.
"It was a terrific season." bragged
Meese. "It was really exciting, we
had an excellent start, there were
some really great highlights."

overall
The team finished
in the conference.
and
Important wins early on set the
team up for a national ranking which
lasted until the last two weeks of the
loss
season. Until an
to Ohio Wesleyan. the Lady Scots
spot in the
also held the first-plaregional ranking for most of the seas13-5- -1

8-3- -1

end-of-seas- on

ce

on-.

"We really had an excellent September." said Meese. "and I think

we could have had a stronger finish
if it wasn't for the injuries we had to
deal with in the end."
The loss to Ohio Wesleyan caused
the team to drop to second in the
region with just two weeks left in the
season, and the 0 loss to Denison
the following week may have been
what kept Wooster from receiving
the national bid.
Reflecting on her final season,
Kate Sanderson 92 said, "As a
2--

whole, things went very well. Brenda
always told us to strive for excellence and I think we did that."
Sanderson added that "Everybody
contributed, it wasn't just one or two
people who made it happen."
Proof of that is the fact that six
members of the team received
honors; first team:
Carissa Conner 92. Luci Day '94,
and Clara Mitchell '92. second team:
Lisa Ostermueller '94, honorable
All-Confere-

nce

mention: Kate Sanderson '92, and
Meg Wood '95.
Missing the national bid was a
disappointing end to an exciting and
successful season, but the Lady Scots
are proud of their accomplishments
and look forward to playing in some
indoor tournaments this winter.
Losing only four seniors, the team
has great talent and strong potential
to continue to be a strong force in the

conference next year.

